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Abstract:  

This research examines the relationship between stock returns and volatility in Chinese 

stock market and finds that in contrast with the negative relation between market returns 

and volatility in the mature stock markets in developed countries, their relation in 

Chinese stock market is dependent on whether the market returns are positive or negative. 

The contemporary volatility or its change is the most important factor in determining 

market return. The relation between market returns and volatility observed in this study is 

consistent with a behavioral explanation with extrapolation bias and herding instinct 

rather than those relating to a longer-term lagged effect between return and volatility.   

 

Combination of contemporaneous and lagged perceived risk as measured by the lower 

partial moment (or their changes) and contemporaneous and lagged volatility (or their 

changes) has more explanation power for the market returns than just contemporaneous 

and lagged volatility (or their changes). The perceived risk and market returns have a 

negative relation in Chinese stock market, which is similar to the negative relation 

between volatility and market returns in the mature stock markets. This result shows that 

there is some feedback effect in the relation between market returns and perceived risk in 

Chinese stock market. 
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1. Introduction: 

The modern portfolio theory was developed in 1950’s by Harry Markowitz, one of the 

most important concepts in this theory is the relationship of return and volatility, i.e. 

expected returns are positively related to volatility.  However, empirical evidence seems 

to show a negative relation between realized market returns and volatility (Bollerslev et 

al., 2007). To explain this negative relation between returns and volatility, two theories 

have been put forward. The first theory is leverage effect, introduced by Black in 1976, 

and it was further developed by Christie (1982). Leverage effect hypothesis assume that 

market volatility is caused by the change of return.  For example, when stock price 

drops, it will increase the Debt to Equity ratio of the firm (or, leverage of the firm), an 

increase of the leverage will increase shareholder’s risk, thus push up the future volatility 

of the stock. However, Christie (1982) and Schwert (1989) argue that empirically testing 

leverage effect may have some measurement problems, especially it is very difficult to 

correctly measure a firm’s leverage, and empirical study by Schwert (1989) fail to find 

any supportive evidence when applying daily data.  More recent evidence from 

Figlewski and Wang (2001) and Bloowerslev and Zhou (2006) also confirm that volatility 

change can not simply be explained by changing of firms’ leverage.  

 

An alternative explanation for the negative relationship of return and volatility is 

volatility feedback hypothesis, (e.g., French, Schwert and Stambaugh, 1987 and 

Campbell and Hentschel, 1992) which focus on how return can be affected by the change 

of stock’s volatility. In a theoretical model by Campbell and Hentschel (1992), they show 

that increase in current period volatility will increase future expected return, in the 

absence of news of future cash flow,  higher future expected return means an immediate 

price drop, thus we should observe a negative current period return when volatility rise. 

Volatility feedback hypothesis is supported by Glosten et al. (1993) and Engle and Ng 

(1993) in their various GARCH models testing.  Comparison studies by Bekaert and Wu 

(2000) and Wu (2001) find volatility feedback effect received more empirical support 

compared with leverage effect.  

 

Real market data suggest that both “good news” and “bad news” will increase market 



volatility, while studies by Bekaert and Wu (2000) and Wu (2001) find that volatility 

response differently to positive and negative returns, and the relation of return and 

volatility is stronger in the market down-turn partition (e.g., Glosten, Jagannathan and 

Runkle, 1993; Engle and Ng, 1993; Low, 2004), especially, Hibbert, Daigler and Dupoyet 

(2008) report that volatility are consistently and significantly negatively related to both 

contemporaneous return and lagged return in their negative return partition regressions.  

 

Above studies all focus on well-developed capital markets; a mature capital market has 

the characteristics of dominant position of institutional investors, more rational 

investment behavioral and less market volatility (e.g., Ross, 1998). The market returns 

and volatility relation has not been well studied in the Chinese capital market. Chinese 

capital market are well known for its large number of individual investors, the latest 

report by China Securities Regulatory Commission shows that by the end of 2009, 

institutional investors only account 17% of total Chinese stock market capitalizations. 

Individual investors tend to follow the market trend to make their investment decision, 

thus when market has already risen for a period of time, individual investors start to 

follow the trend and buy the share; when market drop, they tend to sell after they observe 

share price has dropped a lot from their high point. Individual investors are also less 

likely to have experience or knowledge to use financial derivates to control the risk, and 

we are more likely to see extra volatility in Chinese capital market. Thus Chinese capital 

market provides us an ideal opportunity to examine the linkage of return and volatility 

when market is dominated by less rational investors, less efficient and extra volatility, 

especially investors in Asian have more behavioral bias than US based investors (see 

Yates, Lee and Bush, 1997).  

 

This research examines market return-volatility relationship in China stock market 

between 1991 and 2008 and explores the mechanisms that underlie the observed 

relationship. We find that the market return-volatility relationship is bi-directional in 

Chinese stock market by using contemporary realized aggregate market returns and 

realized standard deviation. Positive innovations to return are correlated to positive 

innovations to volatility; negative innovations to market returns are correlated to negative 

innovations to volatility; and this effect is more pronounced in extreme market return 



quintiles. This phenomenon can be explained by the dominate position of Chinese 

individual investor in stock market, and the strong “disposition effect” from these 

individual investors. We also find that combination of volatility and perceived risk 

measurement is superior to the traditional standard deviation method in explaining 

innovations in market return. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our data characteristics 

and hypothesis development. Section 3 documents the empirical evidence of market 

return-volatility relation in China by using traditional realized standard deviation as 

volatility proxy. Section 4 introduces the perceived risk and its relation with 

contemporary aggregate market return, followed by a behavioral explanation of the 

observed relationship in China. Conclusion is presented in Section 5 of this paper. 

 

2, Data Description and Hypotheses Developments: 

 

2.1 Data Description:  

There are generally three lines of literatures on the proxy of volatility: the simplest one is 

the directly observed realized market-based volatility, which use standard deviation or the 

summation of squared returns. The second method is the expected volatility (e.g., Whaley, 

2000); this proxy is generally derived by calculating implied volatility from the option 

market and only available in well-developed financial market with well-functioned 

derivative products. Even in well-developed financial market, options are only available 

for a modest portion of public traded firms. Index option was introduced into Chinese 

capital market in 2010, thus we are unable to apply implied volatility in this research. The 

last method is the volatility based on certain ARCH or stochastic volatility models. 

However, Koopman and Uspensky (2002) and Smith (2007) show that the volatility 

feedback hypothesis is highly depends on the formulation of either ARCH or other 

stochastic models, and the length of volatility calculation horizon can also affect the test 

results (Harrison and Zhang, 1999), thus a model-based volatility is unable to provide 

reliable testing results for the relation of return and volatility. Furthermore, there are also 

evidence to support that realized volatility can be a consistent estimator of firm’s actual 

volatility (e.g., Anderson and Bollerslev, 1998; Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard, 2001). 



For above reasons, we start by using realized volatility in this research.  

 

The individual firm’s return data are collected from China Stock Market and Accounting 

Research Database (CSMAR) from 1991 to the end of 2008. We use the aggregate 

weekly market return as the proxy for realized weekly return, and the aggregate weekly 

market return is the value-weighted return for all the firms traded in that particular week. 

The realized weekly standard deviation is used as proxy for the realized volatility, and it 

is calculated as: 

 

 
 

where μis the average daily return over the calculation period and x is the daily 

aggregate market return for a particular calculation week. In total, we have 912 matched 

weekly return and volatility (standard deviation) observations between 1991 and 2008.  

 

As shown in Panel (a) of Table 1, on average, the aggregate weekly market return is 

around 0.36%, significantly larger than 0 at 10% level, and these aggregate weekly 

returns are not normally distributed with skewness equals to 4.9 and kurtosis larger than 

60. While the weekly realized standard deviation (all samples) is about 1.85%, significant 

at 1% level. In Table 1, we also show that the average weekly realized standard deviation 

is 1.85% for positive return group and 1.86% for negative return group; the volatility 

(standard deviation) difference between positive and negative return group is not 

significant from zero. Panel (b) of Table 1 summarized the weekly realized standard 

deviations by return quintiles, where Quintile 1 (extreme positive returns) contains top 

20% of weekly return, and Quintile 5 (extreme negative returns) contains bottom 20% of 

all weekly returns. We can see from this table that difference between Quintile 1 and 

Quintile 3 is about 0.93% per week, and the difference between Quintile 5 and Quintile 3 

is 1% per month, both of them is test significant at 1% level. 

 

[Table 1 here] 

 

 

Table 2 shows the Portmanteau teat for the serial correlation of weekly realized return 



and realized volatility. We can see that weekly realized aggregate market return are 

serially correlated up to lag 10, while realized volatility has even stronger autocorrelation 

effect, even after lag 30. Similar return and volatility characteristics are also documented 

in Thomakos and Koubouros (2004), where they show that Athens stock markets’ 

realized return and volatility are also autocorrelated up to lag of 30.  Graph 1(a) and 1(b) 

show the autocorrelation of weekly return and volatility respectively, comparing these 

two graphs, we can see that weekly realized standard deviation has much stronger 

autocorrelation over lag 1 to lag 20. 

 

 

[Table 2 here] 

 

[Graph 1a, 1b here] 

 

2.2 Hypothesis Development: 

According to volatility feedback hypothesis, contemporary returns is determined by the 

innovation of volatility, and we also see in Section 2.1 that realized volatility has stronger 

autocorrelation than the realized return series; to examine market return-volatility relation 

in China, we develop the following hypotheses in this research:  

 

Hypothesis 1: contemporaneous realized volatility is the most important factor that 

determines the current realized market return. 

 

Hypothesis 2: lagged volatilities are also important factors used by market to determine 

current returns, and the lagged change of volatility has significant effect on realized 

returns if volatility feedback effect also exists in China.  

 

Our regression model 1 is designed for Hypothesis 1, to examine both contemporary 

volatility and lag volatility and its influence on contemporary realized return.  

 

Model 1: r = a+β1* Volt+*β2*Volt-1 +β3*Volt-2 +β4*Volt-3 

Where r is the contemporary realized weekly return and Volt are the contemporary 



realized volatility, Volt-i are used to stand for the lagged volatility for period 1 to 3.  

 

Regression model 2 is used to test the relation between market return and innovation in 

realized volatility in Chinese stock market. 

 

Model 2: r = a+β1* △Volt+*β2*△Volt-1 +β3*△Volt-2 +β4*△Volt-3 

Where r is the contemporary realized weekly return and △Vol is the change of volatility 

over previous several periods.  

 

Empirical evidence from Bekaert and Wu (2000) and Wu (2001) find that volatility 

response differently to positive and negative returns and the relation of return and 

volatility is stronger in the market down-turn partition, this phenomenon is called 

volatility asymmetry, and thus we further develop our hypothesis 3.  

 

Hypothesis 3: The relationship between realized market returns and volatility is 

dependent on whether the market returns are positive or negative in Chinese stock market 

and is more pronounced at the extreme return partitions.  

 

We test this hypothesis by dividing the data into market up-turn and down-turn partitions 

or into different quintiles according to their returns. 

 

 

3, Relation between realized returns and realized volatility: 

In this section, we examine the relation between realized market returns and volatility in 

Chinese stock market using realized volatility, where realized volatility is represented by 

realized standard deviation of each weekly examination interval.  

 

Table 3 shows the regression results of realized volatility, lagged volatility over previous 

3 periods and its effect on contemporary realized aggregate market return (Regression 

Model 1).  As shown in Panel A of Table 3, contemporaneous realized volatility are the 

only factor that are test significant at 1% level, except for the intercept of all the 

regressions, and these results support hypothesis 1 that contemporaneous realized 



volatility is the most important factor that determines the current realized market return. 

However, in contrast with findings in the mature capital markets, the contemporary 

realized volatility has a significantly positive influence on the realized current market 

returns in Chinese stock market. Since the R
2
 is very small in this regression, one 

explanation is that the relationship between realized market returns and volatility depends 

on the sign of market return.  

 

To test our hypothesis that the relationship between realized market returns and volatility 

is dependent on whether the market returns are positive or negative in Chinese stock 

market, we did the regression analysis on positive and negative return partitions 

separately. We find contemporary realized volatility is significantly positive related to the 

realized current return in market upward movement and significantly negative related to 

return in the market downturn movement, and the R
2
 has a dramatic improvement for 

both positive and negative return partitions. R
2
 is higher in the upward market movement 

partitions, suggesting the existence of volatility asymmetry in Chinese stock market. 

Again, Panel b of Table 3 show the regression results by dividing returns into 5 quintiles, 

with Quintile 1 contains higher positive returns observations and Quintile 5 contains 

lower negative returns quintiles. Our results clearly show that the strong relation between 

volatility and contemporaneous returns only exist in extreme returns quintiles (either 

Quintile 1 or Quintile 5). Within two extreme returns quintiles, contemporary realized 

volatilities are the factor that determines current market return. 

 

[Table 3 here] 

 

We now turn to regression model 2 and examine the change of volatility and its effect on 

returns. Results are shown in Table 4, different from model 1, we emphasize the change 

of volatility (realized volatility in period t minus realized volatility in period t-1) and its 

effect on current returns. Regression results are very similar to what we found in Table 3 

of this research, and these regressions confirm that contemporary change of volatilities 

determine the current returns. Consistent with hypothesis 2, our results also suggest that 

the lagged change of volatility are also used by market to determine the current returns, 

as shown in Panel (a) of Table 4, the lagged volatility variables are test significant at 1% 



level in both positive and negative return partitions. Again, the contemporary change in 

realized volatility has a significantly positive influence on the realized current market 

returns in Chinese stock market, contradicting the findings in the mature capital markets.  

Since the R
2
 is very small in this regression, it is likely that the relationship between 

realized market returns and changes in volatility depends on the sign of market return. 

 

The Panel (b) of Table 4 confirms that the relationship between realized market returns 

and changes in volatility depends on the sign of market return. When the regression 

analysis is performed on positive and negative return partitions separately, the 

contemporary change in realized volatility is significantly positive related to the realized 

current return in market upward movement and significantly negative related to return in 

the market downturn movement. The R
2
 also has a dramatic improvement for both 

positive and negative return partitions. R
2
 is also higher in the upward market movement 

partitions, suggesting the existence of volatility asymmetry in Chinese stock market. The 

increase of volatility can further push up the overall market return when aggregate market 

returns are already in high return quintile; and increase of volatility will further reduce 

market return even further in low return quintile. And the relation between returns and 

volatility is less clear-cut in the 3 modest market movement quintiles.  

 

[Table 4 here] 

 

 

4. Effect of perceived risk on market return and Behavioral Explanation of 

return-volatility relation 

 

4.1 Perceived risk and volatility feedback hypothesis: 

Risk can generally be classified into either objective risk or subjective risk. Objective risk 

relies on some quantitative measures, such as standard deviation or mean absolute return, 

which is the method we use in section 3 of this paper. While Farrelly and Reichenstein 

(1984) document that actual risk is only one aspect, how investors perceive and react to 

the risk is essential for understanding how risk affect stock price. Lipe (1998) use 

experimental study to demonstrate that there is inadequate support by only use variance/ 



standard deviation as descriptive of risk. To address the issue of perceived risk and 

contribute to the existing literature on behavioral variable and volatility feedback 

hypothesis, we examine whether the subjective risk (perceived risk) has strong influence 

on return in Chinese stock market.  

 

To collect the subjective risk, one popular method in most research is to survey the 

investment professors, but we have the difficulty of continuously updating these surveys, 

thus a variables that can best proxy perceived risk and also enable us to update this 

variable regularly becomes essential for applying perceived risk in practical financial 

market.  

 

The analyses of risk-return tradeoff start from 1950s’ by Markowitz, but investors 

typically find that it is very difficult to define the exact utility function. Roy (1952) is the 

first to point out that investors prefer safety of their principle first, and prefer investment 

with smallest probability of going below a target level. Following Roy (1952)’s 

suggestions, Bawa (1975) and Fishburn (1977) developed Lower Partial Moment (LPM) 

method to improve the measurement of downside risk. Numerous empirical studies
1
 

have demonstrated that LPM method is better than the traditional variance/ 

standard-deviation risk measure method. Recent studies focus more on the relationship of 

downside risk and investors’ risk perceptions, for example: survey studies by Olsen (1997) 

find investment experts define risk as the potential for a large loss, DeBondt (1993) 

shows that “downward potential” can affect people’s investment decision. Unser (2000) 

use an experimental study to compare LPMs and several traditional risk measures (e.g., 

variance) and demonstrate that LPMs is most closely corresponding to investors’ risk 

perceptions.  

 

This research applies the same method in Unser (2000) and use LPMs as the proxy for 

perceived risk in Chinese stock market, the formula for calculating LPMs is: 
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1 A summary of empirical evidence regarding LPM method can be found in Unser (2000). 



Where RT is the individual daily return over each weekly exa mination period, and K is 

number of daily observations, t is the reference point to calculate the downward potential.  

 

Most empirical studies use mean return of the examination period as the reference point 

to calculate the LPM value, however, Unser (2000) finds that it is better to capture 

investor’s risk judgment by using starting value as the reference point. Thus, we set t 

equals to the starting value in each weekly examination period, to calculate weekly 

LPMs.  

 

Table 5 shows the correlation matrix of traditional risk measurement (standard deviation) 

and perceived risk measurement (LPMs), including the contemporary risk measurement 

as well as lagged risk measurements between period t-1 to period t-3. The correlation 

coefficient between contemporary weekly realized standard deviation and perceived risk 

is 0.31, while the correlation coefficient between lagged standard deviation and lagged 

LPMs are generally below 0.3, suggesting that perceived risk measure is not highly 

correlated with traditional risk measurement.  

 

[Table 5 here] 

 

To examine whether the perceived risk measurement can supplement the traditional 

standard deviation method in explaining volatility feedback effect in Chinese stock 

market, we introduce the following regression model: 

 

Model 3: r = a+β1* SDt+*β2*SDt-1 +β3*SDt-2 +β4*SDt-3 +β5* LPMt+ 

β6*LPMt-1 +β7*LPMt-2 +β8*LPMt-3 

 

Model 3 includes both contemporary/ lagged standard deviation and perceived risk 

measurement (LPMs); regression results are shown in Table 6. In all sample regression, 

we find both contemporary realized standard deviation and perceived risk are the most 

important factors that determine the current realized weekly aggregate market return, but 

current LPM has larger coefficient than the traditional standard deviation method. The 

adjusted R
2
 is much higher than that when perceived risk measurements are not included 



(9.18% vs 2.23%). By using perceived risk, our regressions again support Hypothesis 1 

that contemporary risk measurement is one of the most important factors that determine 

the return. When all weekly realized returns are divided into 5 quintiles, the relation of 

perceived risk and return are more pounced in extreme return quintiles, where R
2
 has 

reached 41.7% and 27.6% in Quintile 1 and 5 respectively. The combination of standard 

deviation and perceived risk has a much stronger explanation power than the traditional 

standard deviation methods. There is hardly any significant relation between return and 

perceived risks in the middle 3 return quintiles, which again supports our Hypothesis 3.  

 

There is a difference between the return-volatility relation and the return-perceived risk 

relation in this regression model. While the return-volatility relation depends on the sign 

of realized market returns, the return-perceived risk relation is negative for both positive 

and negative market return partitions (Table 6) which is similar to the return-volatility 

relations in mature capital markets. 

 

[Table 6 here] 

 

We use the following Model to analyze the change of perceived risk and its effect on 

current return in Chinese capital market.  

 

Model 4: r = a+β1*△SDt+*β2*△SDt-1 +β3*△SDt-2 +β4*△SDt-3 + 

β5*△ LPMt+β6*△LPMt-1 +β7*△LPMt-2 +β8*△LPMt-3 

 

Regression results on Model 4 are shown in Table 7: in all sample regression, our results 

confirm that both the change of standard deviation (contemporary and lagged) and 

change of perceived risk (contemporary and lagged) have significant influence on market 

returns. We also notice that even the lagged 3 period perceived risk variable are test 

significant in all samples regression, and it proves that the change of perceived risk in 

previous periods can significantly affect market aggregate return; this appears to support 

a volatility/perceived risk feedback effect in Chinese capital market. When all weekly 

realized returns are divided into 5 quintiles, the relation between changes in perceived 



risk and returns are more pounced in extreme return quintiles. The R
2
 has increased to 

30% and 12.7% for extreme positive return quintiles and extreme negative return 

quintiles respectively. There is also a difference between the return-change in volatility 

relation and the return-change in perceived risk relation in this regression model. While 

the return-change in volatility relation depends on the sign of realized market returns, the 

return-change in perceived risk relation is negative for both positive and negative market 

return partitions (Table 7). 

 

[Table 7 here] 

 

4.2 Behavioral explanation of return-volatility/perceived risk relation in Chinese 

stock market 

Our regression results by using perceived risk as risk measurement methods have 

provided additional dimensions to the current volatility feedback hypothesis research. 

When volatility is represented by the traditional standard deviation, our regress model 2 

suggests positive innovations to the volatility associated with higher market return in 

positive return partition, and positive innovations to the volatility further drive down the 

market return in the market downward partition. This phenomenon is consistent with a 

behavioral explanation with extrapolation bias and herding instinct. Shefrin (2005) point 

out that investors have “extrapolation bias”, which states that past performance are 

believed to represent future performance, especially most recent performance has 

significant influence on current and immediate future performance, thus when market is 

in several downturn movement, investors are more likely to believe most recent 

downward movement will continue. When perceived risk is added to the regression 

model, we consistently find that perceived risk is negatively and significantly related to 

contemporary realized return in either positive or negative return partitions, which 

suggesting a risk feedback mechanism in market return-perceived risk relation.  

 

Bekaert and Wu (2000) and Wu (2001) proposed that the relation of return and volatility 

is stronger in the market down-turn partition, but this research shows that volatility 

feedback effect is stronger in Quintile 1 (extreme positive quintile) than Quintile 5 

(extreme negative quintile), with R
2
 for Quintile 1 is much higher than that for Quintile 5. 



This difference can be explained by the “disposition effect”, which describe that investors 

tend to sell “winner” faster than “loser”. Behavioral finance literatures have identified 

that this “disposition effect” is a combination of “loss aversion” (from prospect theory, 

Kahneman & Tversk, 1979) and “anchoring” (set purchase price as the reference point to 

make investment decision).  

 

 

Shapira (2001) find that professional training and experience can reduce the judgment 

bias for institutional investors, thus they find less “disposition effect” with institutional 

investor than individual investors in emerging market. Chen et al. (2007) analyze 46,969 

individual accounts and 212 institutional investor accounts data and find that intuitional 

investors in China are less affected by the disposition effect than individual investors, and 

individual investors tend to hold their “loser stock” significantly longer than institutional 

investors.  They also compare their results with US studies (e.g. Odean, 1998; Dhar & 

Zhu, 2006) and find disposition effect is stronger in Chinese capital market. Because 

Chinese stock market is still dominated by individual investors, when returns are higher 

(Quintile 1: extreme positive return quintile), investors in China are more likely in profits 

and tend to sell their shares, and generate extra trading volume, thus the increase of 

perceived risk can affect contemporary market return much quicker. While, in bottom 

return quintile (Quintile 5), investors in China are reluctant to sell their share although 

their perceived risk also increase, thus market return slowly adjusted to the change of 

perceived risk from the investors. The market return-volatility relation is different from 

the evidence from other developed capital market, which is likely due to the different 

combination of institutional and individual investors in China.  

 

5. Conclusion 

This research examines the relationship between stock returns and volatility in Chinese 

stock market over the period of 1991 to 2008 and explores the potential mechanisms 

underlying the observed relation between them. We found that in contrast with the 

negative relation between market returns and volatility in the mature stock markets in 

developed countries, their relation in Chinese stock market is dependent on whether the 



market returns are positive or negative. Positive innovations to return are correlated to 

positive innovations to volatility; negative innovations to market returns are correlated to 

negative innovations to volatility. And this relation is more pronounced in extreme 

market movement situation. Since contemporaneous volatility or its change is the most 

important factor that determines the realized current return, the relation between market 

returns and volatility observed in this study is consistent with a behavioral explanation 

with extrapolation bias and herding instinct rather than those relating to a longer-term 

lagged effect between return and volatility.   

 

Combination of contemporaneous and lagged LPM (or their changes) and 

contemporaneous and lagged changes in volatility (or their changes) has more 

explanation power for the market returns than just contemporaneous and lagged changes 

in volatility (or their changes). The perceived risk and market returns have a negative 

relation in Chinese stock market, which is similar to the negative relation between 

volatility and market returns in the mature stock markets, and both the contemporaneous 

and lagged LPMs have a significant contribution to the determination of 

contemporaneous market returns. This result shows that there is some feedback effect in 

the relation between market returns and perceived risk, and behavioral explanations can 

be used to interpret the relation between volatility and market returns in China due to the 

high proportion of individual investors trading in the stock market. 
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Table 1: Sample Statistics 

 

Panel (a) 

      

  Mean Median STDEV Skewness  Kurtosis 

All Sample (Combined) 

Weekly Realized Return 0.0036* 0.0003 0.0629 4.9012 66.9418 

Weekly Realized Volatility (STDEV) 0.0185*** 0.0140 0.0162 2.8861 16.0239 

Positive Weekly Realized Return 

Weekly Realized Return 0.0401*** 0.0239 0.0646 7.9963 97.7382 

Weekly Realized Volatility (A) 0.0185*** 0.0143 0.0157 2.7203 15.2365 

Negative Weekly Realized Return 

Weekly Realized Return -0.0333*** -0.0234 0.0320 -2.2585 11.4845 

Weekly Realized Volatility (B) 0.0186*** 0.0137 0.0167 3.0182 16.5485 

Difference of Realized Volatility (A-B) 0.0001         

 

 

 

Panel (b) 

  Mean Median 

Quintile 1 (Extreme positive return) 0.0243 0.0183 

Q2 0.0146 0.0125 

Q3 0.0149 0.0113 

Q4 0.0137 0.0108 

Quintile 5 (Extreme negative return) 0.0249 0.0196 

Realized Volatility Difference (Q1-Q3) 0.0093***   

Realized Volatility Difference (Q5-Q3) 0.0100***   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 2: Portmanteau teat for the serial correlation 

 
 

  Weekly Return   

Weekly 

STDEV   

Lag Q Value P-Value Q Value P-Value 

1 7.34 0.01 171.70 0.00 

2 7.55 0.02 243.67 0.00 

3 9.47 0.02 287.84 0.00 

4 10.76 0.03 366.76 0.00 

5 12.39 0.03 415.65 0.00 

6 12.85 0.05 457.13 0.00 

7 12.99 0.07 517.63 0.00 

8 14.44 0.07 568.25 0.00 

9 14.73 0.10 603.88 0.00 

10 14.81 0.14 624.52 0.00 

15 16.99 0.32 732.00 0.00 

20 18.73 0.54 792.14 0.00 

25 24.23 0.51 839.04 0.00 

30 35.81 0.21 883.72 0.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Graph 1(a)/ (b): Autocorrelation of weekly realized return/ volatility 

 

 

 

Graph 1(a): Autocorrelation of Weekly Realized Return 

 
 

Graph 1(b): Autocorrelation of weekly realized volatility 
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Table 3: Regression on Realized Volatility and Return 

 

 

 
Panel (a) 

  All Sample  Positive Return Negative Return  

  Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value 

b1 0.6705 0.0000 2.3776 0.0000 -0.9386 0.0000 

b2 -0.0084 0.9580 0.1995 0.3620 0.1742 0.0580 

b3 -0.1179 0.4550 -0.2940 0.1140 -0.1262 0.2250 

b4 -0.0154 0.9170 0.2440 0.2130 -0.0494 0.5780 

a -0.0064 0.1200 -0.0058 0.2760 -0.0161 0.0000 

Adj R sqr 2.23% 33.08% 23.19% 

 

Panel (b) 

 

  
Quintile 1 (Extreme 

Positive Return) Q2 Q3 Q4 

Quintile 5 (Extreme 

Negative Return) 

  Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value 

b1 2.8875 0.0000 -0.0219 0.6260 0.0321 0.4390 -0.0010 0.9830 -0.7151 0.0000 

b2 0.4666 0.2400 0.0069 0.8630 -0.0426 0.2470 0.0061 0.8330 -0.1973 0.2000 

b3 -0.4893 0.1650 0.0666 0.0390 -0.0399 0.1940 0.0539 0.1360 -0.2262 0.1650 

b4 0.3523 0.2950 -0.0101 0.7940 0.0448 0.1800 -0.0452 0.1810 0.1371 0.2690 

a 0.0030 0.8130 0.0182 0.0000 0.0003 0.6730 -0.0188 0.0000 -0.0382 0.0000 

Adj R sqr 41.30% 1.18% 0.03% 0.04% 24.57% 

 

Note: results for the regression  r = a+β1* Volt+*β2*Volt-1 +β3*Volt-2 +β4*Volt-3 

 
 Independent Variable: realized aggregate market return. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 4: Change of Volatility and its effect on contemporary return 

 

 

Panel (a): 

 

  All Sample  Positive Return Negative Return  

  Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value 

b1 0.4722 0.0010 1.6204 0.0000 -0.6997 0.0000 

b2 0.3673 0.0160 1.2224 0.0000 -0.3912 0.0000 

b3 0.1732 0.2570 0.5737 0.0050 -0.2927 0.0090 

b4 -0.0160 0.9100 0.1179 0.5150 -0.1873 0.0730 

a 0.0037 0.0780 0.0405 0.0000 -0.0333 0.0000 

Adj R sqr 1.12% 15.33% 9.39% 

 

Panel (b): 

 

  
Quintile 1 (Extreme 

Positive Return) Q2 Q3 Q4 

Quintile 5 (Extreme 

Negative Return) 

  Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value 

b1 2.2700 0.0000 -0.0100 0.7100 0.0600 0.1200 0.0200 0.6700 -0.5600 0.0000 

b2 1.8000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9500 0.0100 0.7000 0.0200 0.6400 -0.4300 0.0100 

b3 0.5900 0.0900 0.0500 0.1800 -0.0200 0.5400 0.0800 0.0400 -0.4400 0.0100 

b4 0.1800 0.5900 0.0600 0.0400 0.0500 0.1100 0.0400 0.2600 -0.1700 0.2800 

a 0.0700 0.0000 0.0200 0.0000 0.0000 0.4800 -0.0200 0.0000 -0.0600 0.0000 

Adj R sqr 24.68% 2.17% 1.69% 1.09% 10.13% 

 

Note: results for the regression  r = a+β1* △Volt+*β2*△Volt-1 +β3*△Volt-2 +β4*△Volt-3 

 Independent Variable: realized aggregate market return. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 5: Correlation Matrix of Standard Deviation and Perceived Risk 

 

 

 

  SD SD t-1 SD t-2 SD t-3 LPM  LPM t-1 LPM t-2 LPM t-3 

SD 1.0000               

SD t-1 0.4384 1.0000             

SD t-2 0.2841 0.4387 1.0000           

SD t-3 0.2239 0.2836 0.4390 1.0000         

LPM  0.3136 0.2858 0.0872 0.1099 1.0000       

LPM t-1 0.1563 0.3135 0.2858 0.0871 0.0610 1.0000     

LPM t-2 0.1239 0.1580 0.3137 0.2876 0.0316 0.0614 1.0000   

LPM t-3 0.1247 0.1237 0.1581 0.3136 0.0845 0.0316 0.0619 1.0000 

 

 
Note: LPM (Lower Partial Moment) stands for perceived risk 

 

     SD (Standard Deviation) stands for the traditional risk measurement



Table 6: Realized standard deviation, perceived risk and contemporary weekly return 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Note: LPM (Lower Partial Moment) stands for perceived risk. 

 SD (Standard Deviation) stands for the traditional risk measurement. 

 Independent Variable: realized aggregate market return. 

     Results are for the following regression: r = a+β1* SDt+*β2*SDt-1 +β3*SDt-2 +β4*SDt-3 +β5* LPMt+β6*LPMt-1 +β7*LPMt-2 +β8*LPMt-3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  All Samples 

Quintile 1 (Extreme 

Positive Return) Q2 Q3 Q4 

Quintile 5 (Extreme 

Negative Return) 

  Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value 

SD 0.9487 0.0000 2.9616 0.0000 -0.0141 0.7620 0.0332 0.5210 0.0006 0.9910 -0.6190 0.0000 

SD t-1 0.2734 0.0850 0.2842 0.5070 -0.0072 0.8620 -0.0428 0.3080 0.0119 0.6950 -0.1661 0.2790 

SD t-2 -0.1476 0.3520 -0.7021 0.0600 0.0629 0.0630 -0.0417 0.1940 0.0907 0.0520 -0.2544 0.1230 

SD t-3 0.0839 0.5800 0.4501 0.2140 0.0303 0.5090 0.0549 0.1240 -0.0480 0.2300 0.1276 0.3130 

LPM -10.2100 0.0000 -33.4106 0.0390 0.0634 0.7950 -0.3323 0.8230 -0.1177 0.6360 -3.4221 0.0020 

LPM t-1 -2.1777 0.0900 4.6716 0.4340 0.2356 0.4810 -0.0692 0.8040 -0.3733 0.1150 -0.3003 0.8090 

LPM t-2 -0.6014 0.6400 4.2871 0.1730 -0.0990 0.8900 0.5035 0.4580 -0.0438 0.9690 0.0605 0.9360 

LPM t-3 -2.1658 0.0880 -2.6986 0.4660 -0.3112 0.1430 -0.5006 0.4480 -0.4620 0.6350 -0.3377 0.7120 

Intercept -0.0113 0.0050 0.0068 0.5960 0.0177 0.0000 0.0002 0.7890 -0.0190 0.0000 -0.0358 0.0000 

Adj R sqr 9.18% 41.17% 0.59% 2.95% 4.10% 27.66% 
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Table 7: Perceived Risk and Volatility Feedback Effect 

 

 
 

  All Samples 

Quintile 1 (Extreme 

Positive Return) Q2 Q3 Q4 

Quintile 5 (Extreme 

Negative Return) 

  Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value Coef. P value 

ChSD 0.6586 0.0000 2.4297 0.0000 -0.0184 0.6140 0.0529 0.2100 -0.0132 0.7900 -0.4962 0.0000 

ChSD t-1 0.6775 0.0000 1.8712 0.0000 -0.0159 0.7210 0.0055 0.8790 -0.0027 0.9590 -0.3314 0.0440 

ChSD t-2 0.3349 0.0350 0.4620 0.2070 0.0346 0.4020 -0.0269 0.4700 0.0768 0.0670 -0.3701 0.0370 

ChSD t-3 0.1111 0.4420 0.1444 0.6670 0.0557 0.0830 0.0523 0.1240 0.0195 0.6080 -0.1320 0.4060 

ChLPM -7.4817 0.0000 -25.7929 0.0010 0.0794 0.7210 0.2195 0.8010 -0.0376 0.8660 -2.6881 0.0150 

ChLPM t-1 -6.9340 0.0000 -13.1291 0.0270 0.2505 0.5210 0.1396 0.8650 -0.3249 0.2590 -2.9874 0.0360 

ChLPM t-2 -4.4764 0.0020 -3.4017 0.4850 0.1017 0.7530 0.3897 0.6160 0.0687 0.9170 -3.4666 0.0180 

ChLPM t-3 -3.8356 0.0010 -0.4332 0.8800 0.0026 0.9920 -0.0013 0.9990 0.1452 0.4690 -3.7926 0.0130 

Intercept 0.0037 0.0690 0.0628 0.0000 0.0191 0.0000 0.0003 0.4690 -0.0184 0.0000 -0.0576 0.0000 

Adj R sqr 5.56% 30.01% 4.78% 4.14% 4.83% 12.75% 

 

 
Note: ChLPM: Change of Lower Partial Moment. 

 ChSD: Change of Standard Deviation. 

 Independent Variable: realized aggregate market return. 

     Results are for the following regression: r = a+β1*△SDt+*β2*△SDt-1 +β3*△SDt-2 +β4*△SDt-3 + β5*△ LPMt+β6*△LPMt-1 +β7*△LPMt-2 +β

8*△LPMt-3 

 

 

 


